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Abstrat. The spetra of identied harged partiles were studied as a funtion
of multipliity at midrapidity in p-p and d-Au ollisions and ompared to Au-Au
ollisions at
√
s
NN
=200 GeV. The spetra of heavier partiles in the most entral d-
Au ollisions and in the highest multipliity p-p ollisions are harder than in peripheral
Au-Au ollisions. The spetra were studied within the blast wave model framework.
The extrated kineti freeze out temperature smoothly dereases, while the average
ow veloity parameter inreases with inreasing harged multipliity. The partile
ratios of K−/pi and p¯/pi show moderate hange with inreasing harged multipliity.
TheK−/pi in the highest multipliity p-p ollisions is below the ratio in entral Au-Au.
High energy p-p and d-Au ollisions provide important referenes for heavy ion
ollisions. It is also suggested that they onstitute a plausible environment to searh
for the deonnement phase transition[1℄, whih is a soft non-perturbative QCD
phenomenon. Suh a phase transition ould our in high multipliity ollisions, but
suh ollisions are ontaminated by hard-QCD proesses. As a rst step in the study, the
minimum bias data sample is investigated as a funtion of harged hadron multipliity.
1. Data Analysis
Measurements were arried out in the STAR experiment. The harged partiles were
measured in the entral Time Projetion Chamber[2℄ (TPC) within |η| ≤ 1.2 and in the
Forward TPCs within 2.5 ≤ |η| ≤ 4.0. The Au-Au data set [3℄ and the p-p data set are
separated into entrality/multipliity lasses based on the harged partile multipliity
within |η| ≤ 0.5. For d-Au ollisions the three entrality lasses are based on the harged
partile multipliity within -3.8 ≤η ≤ -2.8. The harged partiles: pi+, pi−, K+, K− and
p¯, were identied in the TPC by their ionization energy loss.
The measured momentum was orreted for energy loss. Partile spetra were
orreted for aeptane and traking ineieny. Pions were orreted for weak deays.
In p-p and in peripheral d-Au the spetra were orreted for vertex nding ineieny
and fake verties. More analysis details an be found in [3℄.
†
Results presented here were presented as a poster at Quark Matter 2004.
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Figure 1. mT spetra of negative partiles: pi
−
(left), K− (middle) and p¯ (right).
Au-Au data[3℄ are shown in green triangles, d-Au data are shown in blak irles and
p-p data are shown in blue stars. Errors are statistial.
2. Results
Fig. 1 shows the transverse mass
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Figure 2.
Antiproton spetra for Au-Au, d-Au and p-p
ollisions. Central Au-Au is shown in lled green
triangles, peripheral Au-Au is shown in empty green
triangles, entral d-Au is shown in blak irles, and
the highest multipliity p-p is shown in blue stars.
Errors are statistial.
spetra measured in -0.3 ≤ y ≤ 0.3. In
triangles nine entrality bins are shown
for Au-Au ollisions ( from top to the
bottom, entral to peripheral ). In
irles the three entrality bin of d-
Au are shown and saled down by a
fator of 2. In stars the p-p data
are shown for the four multipliity bins,
saled down by a fator of 4. For
heavier partiles the spetra harden with
inreasing multipliity/entrality. In
heavy ion ollisions this hardening an be
understood as an inreasing radial ow
from peripheral to entral ollisions. On
the other hand the highest multipliity p-
p and the most entral d-Au spetra are harder than the peripheral Au-Au spetra but
not as hard as the entral Au-Au as shown in Fig. 2. In p-p and d-Au ollisions radial
ow is presumably not present.
One would like to investigate these systems in a ommon model framework. We
use the blast wave model[4℄, whih assumes a boosted thermal soure in the transverse
diretion. There are three parameters in the model: the kineti freeze out temperature
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Tkin, the transverse ow veloity β and the n parameter that is the exponent of the
ow prole: β=βS(r/R)
n
, where βS is the surfae veloity. The model an desribe
simultaneously the K+, K− and p¯ spetra and the pT ≥ 0.5 GeV/ region of the pi+, pi−
spetra. The low momentum pions were exluded from the t as they are signiantly
ontaminated by resonane deays. Fig. 3 shows the obtained β and Tkin. The n
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Figure 3. Average ow veloity (left panel) and kineti freeze out temperatures (right
panel) as a funtion of unorreted harged multipliity within |η| ≤ 0.5. The p-p data
are shown in blue stars, d-Au data in blak dots and Au-Au data in green triangles.
Errors are systemati.
parameters ranges between: 2.0 - 0.7 and 1.6 - 1.2 in p-p and d-Au. There seems to
be a smooth derease in Tkin from p-p, to d-Au to Au-Au ollisions. The ow veloity
inreases with inreasing harged multipliity. The trend in p-p and d-Au seem to
be dierent from Au-Au however the physial meaning of 〈β〉 may be dierent. For
example in p-p and d-Au the inrease ould due to initial kT broadening, multiple soft
interations and inreasing jet ontribution.
Similar trend is observed for the average transverse momenta of antiprotons,
negative kaons, whih is shown in Fig. 4. The pion 〈pT 〉 is extrated from Bose Einstein
t and 〈pT 〉 of kaons and antiprotons are extrated from the blast wave t. Pion 〈pT 〉
shows almost no dependene on harged multipliity or ollision system while the heavier
partiles 〈pT 〉 exhibit an inrease with inreasing harged multipliity.
In Fig. 4 ( right panel ) partile ratios of the integrated yields in |y| ≤ 0.3 are
shown: K−/pi and p¯/pi. The ratios show a moderate hange with inreasing harged
multipliity. Our measurements are onsistent with E735 at Tevatron[5, 6℄ where the
multipliity dependene of the partile ratios were also studied. The K−/pi ratio in
p-p, even at very high multipliity as measured by E735[5, 6℄ appears to be smaller
than entral Au-Au value. It has been shown in [7℄, that the K−/pi in heavy ion and
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Figure 4. Average transverse momenta (left panel) and partile ratios (right panel)
as a funtion of unorreted harged multipliity within |η| ≤ 0.5. The p-p data are
shown in stars, d-Au data in dots and Au-Au data in triangles. In the left panel: The
〈pT 〉 of pions are shown in blak, kaons in blue and antiprotons in green. In the right
panel: K−/pi ratio is shown in blue and p¯/pi in green. Errors are systemati.
minimum bias p-p ollisions follow a systemati trend in the Bjorken estimate of initial
energy density. Furthermore Savenius et al. [8℄ argue that a larger K/pi ratio in Au-
Au than in high-multiplity p-p at similar energy density may indiate an onset of a
deonned phase.
3. Conlusions
In summary, identied pi, K, and p¯ spetra are measured in mid-rapidity and studied
as a funtion of event multipliity. Hardening of the partile spetra with inreasing
multipliity/entrality was observed for p-p and d-Au. The data are studied within the
blast wave model. The extrated kineti freeze out temperature smoothly dereases with
inreasing harged multipliity, while the extrated 〈β〉 inreases. The partile ratios do
not show signiant hange.
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